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Let A be a Green functor for a finite group G and let M be a left A-module. M
 .is called noetherian artinian if the lattice of all submodules of M satisfies ACC
 .  .respectively DCC . M is called totally noetherian totally artinian if M isX
 .noetherian respectively artinian for every finite G-set X. In this paper it is shown
 .that the totally noetherian totally artinian left A-modules behave in the same
 . way as the classical noetherian artinian modules. The left noetherian left
.artinian Green functors are less well behaved but some properties from classical
algebra still hold. It is shown that Cohen's theorem holds in this setting. Our main
result shows that if a commutative Green functor A is artinian, then the rings
 .   ..A H rJac A H are semisimple artinian for all subgroups H of G. Q 1998
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a Green functor for a finite group G. In this paper we analyze
the analogs of chain conditions from classical algebra in the category of
left A-modules.
 .Let M be a left A-module. M is called left noetherian left artinian if
 .the lattice of all submodules of M satisfies ACC respectively DCC . A left
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 .A-module M is called totally noetherian totally artinian if M is leftX
 .noetherian left artinian for all finite G-sets X. Here, y is Dress'sX
 .evaluation at the X functor of Example 2.6 .
It turns out that the obvious generalizations of the classical chain
conditions to the Mackey functor setting are less well behaved than one
would expect. For example, finitely generated left A-modules over noethe-
rian Green functors need not be noetherian. However, some results do still
hold. An example of such a result is Cohen's theorem. It is also shown that
commutative artinian Green functors are well behaved. For example, if A
is a commutative artinian Green functor, then A is also noetherian, its
Jacobson radical is nilpotent, and there are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of simple left A-modules. Moreover, we show that if A is commu-
 .   ..tative and artinian, then A H rJac A H is semisimple artinian for all
 .H F G. However, if A is artinian, then A H is not necessarily artinian
 .or even noetherian for all H F G. Moreover, if A is a commutative
artinian Green functor whose Jacobson radical is zero, then A need not be
semisimple artinian.
We also show that the stronger analog of the chain conditions is much
better behaved than the straightforward analog. We give characterization
 .theorems for totally noetherian artinian Green functors A and left
A-modules M.
This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains background material from the general theory of
w xMackey functors. The reader is referred to Dress's work 2 , Green's work
w x w x w x4 , Lewis's work 7 , and Thevenaz's work 15]17 for more information.Â
 w x.Section 3 deals with characteristic Mackey functors see 7, 8 and
 w x.cocharacteristic subfunctors see 10 . The results from this section have
w xalready appeared in 10, 11 . Here we recall the structure theorem of
simple left A-modules as well as the structure of the annihilator of a
simple left A-module. We also recall the main properties of the Jacobson
radical of a Green functor.
In Section 4 we investigate the Mackey functors with chain conditions.
Let A be a Green functor. A characterization theorem for the totally
 .   ..noetherian totally artinian left A-modules Theorem 4.6 is given. We
also give an equivalent condition for a left A-module to be noetherian
 .   ..artinian Theorem 4.11 . As a corollary, it is shown that every left
  ..artinian Green functor is left noetherian Corollary 4.12 . We also prove
  ..the analog of Cohen's theorem in this setting Theorem 4.17 . This
chapter concludes with a couple of results concerning left artinian Green
functors. It is shown that the Jacobson radical of such a Green functor is
  ..nilpotent Theorem 4.18 , and that there are only finitely many isomor-
phism classes of simple left A-modules over such Green functors Theo-
 ..rem 4.20 .
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The last section deals with commutative artinian Green functors. Our
 .main result here is Theorem 5.3 which asserts that if A is commutative,
 .  .artinian, and Jac A s 0, then A H is semisimple artinian for all H F G.
Unfortunately, such a Green functor need not be semisimple see Example
 ..5.10 . Moreover, it is shown that if A is commutative and artinian, then
 . A H need not be either artinian or noetherian for H F G see Example
 ..5.6 . However, we show that if G is nilpotent, and A is a commutative
 .artinian Green functor for G, then A H is artinian for H F G. It is well
known that if S is a commutative artinian ring then its Krull dimension is
zero. It is shown that if A is a commutative artinian Green functor, then
its Krull dimension is never zero unless A is totally artinian and canoni-
  ..cally isomorphic with its twin see Proposition 5.12 . This section con-
cludes with a few examples.
I thank Professor L. G. Lewis for sharing with me his mathematical
 .insights on the topic, and for pointing out to me Proposition 3.10 and
 .Example 5.10 . I also thank Professor D. Quinn for showing me Example
 .  .5.5 , and an anonymous referee for pointing out to me Proposition 4.4
 .and the isomorphism following Lemma 2.7 .
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND TERMINOLOGY
There are four different approaches to Mackey functors. For a survey of
w xthese four equivalent definitions see 16 . Throughout this work we use the
w xfirst and the second definition from 16 .
 . w x2.1 THE FIRST DEFINITION 4 . Let R be a commutative ring and let
 .G be a finite group. Let S G be the set of all subgroups of G. A
 .G-Mackey functor M over R associates an R-module M H to each
subgroup H of G. Also M associates to each containment K F H a
H  .  . H  .restriction map r : M H ª M K , and a transfer map t : M K ªK K
 .  .M H . Finally, M associates to each g g G a conjugation map c : M Hg
g . g y1ª M H , where H s gHg . The restrictions, transfers, and conjugation
 w x.  .maps satisfy certain axioms see 16 . For H g S G , the Weyl group
 .  .W H s N H rH of H acts on M H via R-linear automorphisms.G G
 . w xHence, M H is an R W H -module.G
A morphism of Mackey functors f : M ª N is a family of R-module
 .  .  .  .homomorphisms f H : M H ª N H , for H g S G , which commute
with restriction, transfer, and conjugation. In particular, since f commutes
 . w x  .with conjugation, f H is an R W H -map. Denote by Mack G theG R
 .category of Mackey functors for G over R. It is easy to see that Mack GR
is an abelian category.
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 . w x2.2 EXAMPLE. Let M be a left R G -module. The fixed point Mackey
 . H Hfunctor FP is defined by FP H s M , where M denotes the set ofM M
all H fixed points in M. The restriction map r H: M H ª M K is theK
inclusion of fixed points. The transfer map t H: M K ª M H is the relativeK
 .trace map and the conjugation maps are defined by c m s g ? m forg
g g G and m g M.
 .  .  .2.3 EXAMPLE. Let H g S G . The Burnside ring B H of H is the
Grothendieck ring of finite H-sets, with addition given by the disjoint
union, and multiplication given by the cartesian product. The usual restric-
tion, induction, and conjugation maps make B into a Mackey functor over
Z called the Burnside functor.
For any commutative ring R, let B s B m R; that is,R Z
B H s B H m R for all H g S G . .  .  .R Z
It is clear that B is a Green functor over R. We refer to B as theR R
Burnside ring functor o¨er R. When the ground ring R is understood we use
the notation B for the Burnside ring functor over R.
Let M, N, L be G-Mackey functors. A pairing is a family of R-bilinear
maps
M H = N H ª L H .  .  .
which commutes with the restrictions and the conjugations and satisfies
the Frobenius axiom. We denote such a pairing by M = N ª L.
w x  .Lewis 7 has shown that the category Mack G has a symmetricR
monoidal closed structure. That is, for any two Mackey functors M and N,
we have a tensor product-like construction M I N. This construction is
 .commutative and associative up to natural isomorphisms , and has the
 .Mackey functor B of Example 2.3 as its unit.
w xIn 7 it is shown that M I N is completely characterized by the
following property:
 . w x2.4 THEOREM 7 . If L, M, and N are Mackey functors, then there is a
one to one correspondence between maps z : M I N ª L and pairings
c : M = N ª L. More precisely, there exists a pairing p : M = N ª M I N
and a bijection with the property that a morphism f : M I N ª L corre-
sponds to the pairing fp : M = N ª L.
 .Using Theorem 2.4 , Lewis defined a Green functor A for G over R as
 .the analog of a unitary ring in the category Mack G ; that is, a GreenR
functor A is a G-Mackey functor A together with a multiplication map
AI A ª A and a unit map B ª A which satisfy certain commutative
 .diagrams. A Green functor A such that the rings A H are commutative
 .for all H g S G is called commutati¨ e.
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Given a Mackey functor M, and a Green functor A, M is called a left
A-module if there exists a map AI M ª M which satisfies certain com-
mutative diagrams. Since the Burnside ring Green functor B of Example
 .2.3 is the unit for I, it follows that B is universal in the category of
Mackey functors in the same way that the ring Z is universal in the
category of rings; that is, for every Mackey functor M, there exists a
unique map BI M ª M such that M is a B-module.
There are also obvious notions of subfunctors Mackey subfunctor or
.Green subfunctor in the respective categories and submodules of a left
w xmodule over a Green functor as well as ideals of Green functors. See 7
for more details. For a more classical approach to Mackey and Green
w xfunctors see 4, 15 .
 . w x2.5 THE SECOND DEFINITION 2 . Let G-Set be the category of finite
 .G-sets. A G-Mackey functor M over R is a pair M#, M* , where M#: G-
Set ª R-Mod is a covariant functor and M*: G-Set ª R-Mod is a con-
travariant functor. These two functors coincide on objects and satisfy an
 w x.  .additivity axiom and a pullback axiom see 1, 2 . We write M X for the
common value of these functors on the G-set X. For a proof of the
 .  . w xequivalence between Definitions 2.1 and 2.5 see 16 . Occasionally, we
 .  .use Definitions 2.1 and 2.5 simultaneously. In this case, we think of
 .  .M GrH as M H .
 .One of the advantages of Definition 2.5 is that some interesting
Mackey functor constructions are easy to introduce.
 . w x2.6 EXAMPLE 2 . Let M be a Mackey functor and X g G-Set. The
assignment
M : Y ¬ M X = Y , .X
MU f s M* id = f , M # f s M# id = f .  .  .  .X X X X
defines a Mackey functor. If A is a Green functor, then A is both aX
Green functor and a two-sided A-module. Moreover, if M is a left
A-module, then so is M .X
For Y g G-Set, the projection map p : X = Y ª Y defines two mor-
phisms of Mackey functors
u X : M ª M , u X Y s M* p s p *, .  .X
u : M ª M , u Y s M# p s p#. .  .X X X
If M is a left A-module, then the two maps above are morphisms of left
A-modules. When A is a Green functor the map u X is a morphism of
Green functors.
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The following lemma is due to Lewis.
 . w x2.7 LEMMA 7 . For a Mackey functor M and any X and Y in G-Set,
there are natural isomorphisms
B I M ( M I B ( M ,X X X
B I B ( B .X Y X=Y
 .From Lemma 2.7 it follows that if M and N are Mackey functors, and
X and Y are finite G-sets, then
M I N ( M I B I N I B ( M I N I B I B .  .  .  .X Y X Y X Y
( M I N I B ( M I N . .  . X=YX=Y
We now recall the definition of the external product of two elements
 w x.see 7 .
 . w x2.8 DEFINITION 7 . Let A be a Green functor and let M be a left
A-module. Let X and Y be finite G-sets. One can think of elements
 .  .  .  .a g A X and m g M Y as elements in A GrG and M GrG ,X Y
respectively. Let z be the composite
A I M ( AI B I M I B .  .X Y X Y
c I1 6( AI M I B M I B ( M , . X=Y X=Y X=Y
where c : AI M ª M is the action map of M. The element
 . .  .z GrG aI m can be regarded as an element of M X = Y . Denote this
 .element by a = m g M X = Y . For an alternative description of a = m
w xsee 10 .
The product = can be used to define analogs of notions from algebra
 .such as the submodules generated by an element m g M X and the
 . w xannihilator of m. Let m g M X . Lewis 7 showed that one can think of
m as a morphism m: B ª M. With this convention we recall the follow-X
w xing definition from 7 .
 . w x  .  .2.9 DEFINITION 7 . 1 The submodule generated by m g M X is
the image of the map
1 I m zA 6 6AI B AI M M ,X
 :and is denoted A m . It is also the smallest submodule N of M such that
 .m g N X .
 .  .2 The two-sided ideal generated by a g A X is the image of the
map
1 I aI1A A 6AI B I A AI AI A ª A ,X
 :and is denoted A a .
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 .  .  :3 An element m g M X is a generator of M if A m s M.
 .  .4 An element a g A X annihilates M if a = m s 0, for all m g
M. The set of all these elements is a two-sided ideal of A called the
 .annihilator of M and denoted Ann M .A
We now recall the notion of a defect set of a G-Mackey functor M. Let
 .H g S G . There is an obvious restriction functor denoted
xG : Mack G ª Mack H .  .H R R
which is defined by keeping the values of M only on the subgroups of H.
The induction of Mackey functors is the left adjoint of the restriction
G  w x.functor and is denoted ­ . Yoshida see 14 proved that induction is alsoH
right adjoint to restriction. An explicit description of the value of an
 .induced H-Mackey functor N on a subgroup K g S G is given by the
formula
N ­G K s N H l gK , .  . . [H
w xgg H_GrK
w xwhere H _ GrK is a set of representatives of double cosets HgK with
g g G.
 .  .Let H g S G and let M g Mack G . One can easily check thatR
M xG­G ( M . A G-Mackey functor M is called GrH-projecti¨ e if theH H G r H
 .canonical map u : M ª M of Example 2.6 is split surjective.G r H G r H
Since M is obviously GrH-projective, it follows easily that a MackeyG r H
functor M is GrH-projective if and only if M is a direct summand of
M . More generally, let X be a finite G-set. A G-Mackey functor M isG r H
called X-projecti¨ e, if M is a direct summand in M . If M is X-projective,X
and X s @ GrH, we sometimes refer to M as being X-projecti¨ e. AH g X
minimal subconjugacy closed set X such that M is X-projective is called
 .the defect set for M and is denoted D M .
 .For H g S G we set
< gw xH s K g S G K s H for some g g G . 4 .G
 . w x w xIf H, K g S G , we use the notation H F K to express the fact thatG G
 .H is subconjugate to K. For X : S G , let
<w x w xSCl X s H g S G H F K for some K g X . 4 .  . G GG
In the above notation, we omit the subscript G whenever the group G is
understood.
One of the celebrated induction theorems for Green functors is the
w xDress Induction Theorem 2 . Although Dress formulated it in terms of
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 .Definition 2.5 , we find it more convenient to work with its variant in
 .  w x.terms of Definition 2.1 see 19 .
 .Let p be a prime number or zero, and let H g S G . There exists a
unique minimal subgroup H of H, such that H e H, and HrH is ap p p
 .p-group. Notice also that, since H is invariant under Aut H , it followsp
 .  . p  . pthat H e N H , and H s H . Let H F N H be such that H rHp G p p p G p p
 . pis a p-Sylow subgroup of W H . Notice that H is defined up toG p
 . pconjugation by elements in N H . We assume that H : H . WhenG p
p s 0, we set H s H p s H. The subgroup H p has the property that,p
whenever there exists an element g of G such that gH e K and KrgH is a
w x w x w p xp-group, then H F K F H .
For any set P of prime numbers, let P9 be the set of primes q f P. For
every positive integer n, we denote the P-part of n by n and the P9-partP
H  4 H Hof n by n s nrn . When P s p , we let n s n , and n s n be theP P p P p P
p-part, respectively, the p9-part of n.
 .For X : S G , let
G <H s K g S G K g SCl X for some p g P . .  . 4P p G
 . w x2.10 THE DRESS INDUCTION THEOREM 2, 19 . Let A be a Green
functor. Then
G G < < Ht A K q Ker r s G ? A G . .  . . F PK H
G HgXKgHP
Next we recall the notion of a Brauer homomorphism for a Mackey
 w x.functor M see 15 . For an extension of this notion to the category of
w xMackey functors for a compact Lie group, see Lewis's recent work 8 .
 .2.11 DEFINITION. Let M be a G-Mackey functor over R. For all
 .H g S G , let
M H .
HTr H s t M K , and M H s . 2.1 .  .  .  . .M K Tr H .MK-H
 .  .If H s 1, we adopt the convention that Tr 1 s 0 and M 1 s M 1 . The .M
 .R-module M H is called the Brauer quotient of M at H . The canonical .
epimorphism
Mbr : M H ª M H .  .H
 .  .is called the Brauer homomorphism of M at H . A subgroup H g S G
such that M H / 0 is called a primordial subgroup of M. The set of .
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 .primordial subgroups of M is denoted by P M . Notice that if M / 0,
 .  .then P M / B. Notice also that P M is closed under conjugation.
 .  .The R-submodule Tr H is invariant under conjugation by N H .M G
M w xThus br is a homomorphism of R W H -modules. When the context isH G
clear, we write br instead of br M.H H
H   ..If A is a Green functor for G over R, then t A K is an ideal ofK
 .  .A H ; hence, Tr H is an ideal. It follows that A H is a W H-algebra, .A G
and that the Brauer homomorphism
br : A H ª A H .  .H
is a homomorphism of W H-algebras.G
 .  .If M is a left A-module, then one can easily show that P M : P A .
Moreover, M H is a left A H -module for all H F G. In fact, M H is .  .  .
; w xa left module over the skew group-ring A H W H of W H with . G G
coefficients in A H . .
w xThe following two results can be found in 10 .
 . w x  .2.12 PROPOSITION 10 . 1 Let 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 be an exact
sequence of Mackey functors. Then the epimorphism M ª N ª 0 induces an
 .epimorphism M H ª N H ª 0 for all H g S G . Moreo¨er, .  .
P N : P M : P L j P N . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .2 If M are Mackey functors, theni ig I
M H s M H for all H g S G . 2.3 .  .  .  .[ [i i /
igI igI
In particular
P M s P M . .[ Di i /
igI igI
 .3 Let M be a Mackey functor and let H F G. Then
P M s P M l SCl H . 2.4 .  .  . .G r H G
The following result shows that the defect of a Green functor A can be
computed from the set of primordial subgroups.
 . w x  .2.13 PROPOSITION 15 . If A is a Green functor, then D A s
  ..SCl P A .
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3. CHARACTERISTIC MACKEY FUNCTORS AND
COCHARACTERISTIC SUBFUNCTORS
w xThe following construction is due to Lewis 7 . Let
w xbr : Mack G ª R W H -Mod, M ¬ M H 3.1 .  .  .H R G
be the evaluation at the Brauer quotient of the H functor. The functor
w xJ : R W H -Mod ª Mack G .G r H G R
is the right adjoint of the functor br . The existence of the functor JH G r H
 w x.was proved by Lewis see 7, 8 . An explicit description of the functor
 . w x  .J V for a R W H -module V in terms of Definition 2.1 was given byG r H G
w xThevenaz in his paper 17 . In order to present his description of theÂ
functor J we need to introduce the notion of an inflated functor.G r H
 .Let K eG, and let N g Mack K . The inflation of N from K to G isR
the G-Mackey functor Inf G N, whereK
N HrK if K - H , .GInf N H s .K  0 otherwise,
for every H F G. With this notation Thevenaz showed that if V gÂ
w xR W H -mod, thenG
J V s Inf NGH .FP ­G , .  .G r H W H V N HG G
 .where FP g Mack W H is the fixed point W H-Mackey functor of theV R G G
w x   ..R W H -module V see Example 2.2 .G
 .  .The functor J V can also be described in terms of Definition 2.5G r H
as
w H xJ V X s Hom R X , V , .  .  .G r H RwW H xG
w H xfor any finite G-set X. Here R X is the free R-module generated by the
H fixed point set X H of X.
We denote the unit of the adjunction between the functors br andH
J byG r H
j : M ª J M H . . .G r H G r H
 .If A is an W H-algebra, then J A is a Green functor for G over R.G G r H
 .In particular, if A is a Green functor, then J A H is both a Green .G r H
functor and an A-algebra, and the map
j : A ª J A H . .G r H G r H
is a morphism of A-algebras.
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Suppose now that A is a W H-algebra and that M is a left module overG
; w x  .  .the skew group-ring A W H . Then J M is a left J A -mod-G G r H G r H
ule. In particular, if A is a Green functor and M is a left A-module, then
 .  .J M H is both a left J A H -module and a left A-module and .  .G r H G r H
the map
j : M ª J M H . .G r H G r H
is a morphism of left A-modules.
 . w xFor every conjugacy closed set X : S G let G _ X be a set of
representatives of subgroups in X .
 .3.1 DEFINITION. Let M be a Mackey functor. The functor
TM s J M H . .[ G r H
w  .xHg G_P M
is called the twin functor of M. The functor M is called totally decompos-
able if the natural map
b s j : M ª TMM G r H
w  .xHg G_P M
is an isomorphism.
w xFor various properties of TM, see 15 . For a characterization theorem
w xfor totally decomposable commutative Green functors see 11 .
We now recall the definitions of characteristic and determined Mackey
 w x.functors see 7, 8, 10, 11 .
 .  .3.2 DEFINITION. Let H g S G .
 .1 A Mackey functor M is H-characteristic if M / 0 and the map
 .j : M ª J M H is injective. We refer to H as a characteristic .G r H G r H
 .subgroup of M. If M is H-characteristic for some H g S G , we refer to
M as being characteristic.
 .2 A Mackey functor M is H-determined if M / 0 and the map
 .j : M ª J M H is an isomorphism. .G r H G r H
 .Notice that if M is H-characteristic then M K / 0 if and only if H is
subconjugate to K. In particular, H is, up to conjugation, the only minimal
w xprimordial subgroup of M. For a proof of the following result see 7, 10 .
 .  .  .3.3 PROPOSITION. 1 M is H-characteristic if and only if M K s 0
 . G r Hfor K - H, M H / 0, and the map u : M ª M is injecti¨ e.G r H
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 .2 Let p , p : GrH = GrH ª GrH be the canonical projections of1 2
GrH = GrH onto the first and the second factor, respecti¨ ely. Then M is
 .H-determined if and only if M / 0, M K s 0 for K - H, and the sequence
Gr H pUyp Uu 1 26 6 60 M M M 3.2 .G r H G r H=G r H
is exact.
w xLet A be a Green functor for G over R. In 10 it is shown that the
characteristic left A-modules satisfy the following induction theorem.
 .  .3.4 THEOREM. Let p be a prime number and let H g S G . Let A be a
 .Green functor such that q ? 1 is in¨ertible in A G whene¨er q is a primeAG.
< <number not equal to p which di¨ ides G . If M is an H-characteristic left
A-module, then M is GrH p-projecti¨ e, and all primordial subgroups K of M
w x w x w p x  .satisfy H F K F H . Moreo¨er, if K g P M is not conjugate to H,
then M K is annihilated by the integer .
< g < gn s max W H 4 H: KK
which is a power of p.
An important class of characteristic left A-modules are the simple ones.
 .3.5 DEFINITION. A left A-module M is simple if M / 0 and the only
submodules of M are 0 and M.
The following characterization result for simple left A-modules is due to
 w x.Luca see 10, Theorem 7.1.3, p. 78 and generalizes a result of ThevenazÂ
w xand Webb 18 .
 .3.6 THEOREM. A left A-module M is simple if and only if M satisfies the
following three conditions:
 .  . w x  .1 P M s H , for some H g P A .
 .2 M is H-characteristic.
 .  .3 M H is simple as a left module o¨er the skew group-ring
; w xA H W H of W H with coefficients in A H . .  .G G
 .  .Let A be a Green functor and let H g P A . Using Theorem 3.6 the
 w x.author see 10 showed that there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the simple left A-modules M which are H-characteristic and the
; w xsimple left A H W H -modules M. This correspondence is obtained . G
as follows. If M is a simple left A-module which is H-characteristic, then
; w xlet M s M H . Conversely, if M is a simple left A H W H -module, .  . G
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then let
M s Im u : J M ª J M . .  . /G r H G r H G r H /GrH
Let A be a Green functor and let M be a simple left A-module. One
  .. .can easily show that the ring ArAnn M G has characteristic eitherA
zero or a prime number p. We refer to the characteristic of the ring
  .. .ArAnn M G as the integral characteristic of M. The following induc-A
 .tion result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 .
 . w x3.7 PROPOSITION 10 . Let A be a Green functor and let M be a simple
left A-module which is H-characteristic.
 . p1 If the integral characteristic of M is p ) 0, then M is GrH -projec-
ti¨ e.
 .2 If A is a commutati¨ e and the integral characteristic of M is zero,
then M is GrH-projecti¨ e.
Let A be a Green functor and let M be a left A-module. We now recall
w xthe following definition from 10 .
 .3.8 DEFINITION. A submodule N of M is H-cocharacteristic if MrN
is an H-characteristic left A-module. We refer to H as the cocharacteris-
 .tic subgroup of N. If N is H-cocharacteristic for some H g S G , we refer
to N as being cocharacteristic.
w xThe following construction was introduced in 10 .
 .  .3.9 The Construction of M . Let H g P M . Let N be a properH , y. H
W H-invariant sub- A H -module of M H . Let n be the composite .  .G H
 .j J n M H .Gr H G r H H6 6
M J M H J , 3.3 .  . .G r H G r H  /NH
where n is the canonical projection M H ª M H r N . It is clear that .  .H H
 .n is a map of left A-modules. Since MrKer n can be regarded as aH H
non-zero submodule of the H-characteristic left A-module
M H .
J ,G r H  /NH
 .it follows easily that MrKer n is H-characteristic as well. Hence,H
 .  .Ker n is H-cocharacteristic. Denote Ker n by M .H H H , N .H
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The following equivalent description of M is due to Lewis.H , N .H
 . w x3.10 THEOREM 9 . Let i : N ª M H be the natural inclusion. Then .H H
the diagram
6M . J NH , N  .H G r H H
6
 .J iGr H H
6 6
J M HM  . .G r H
is a pullback.
Proof. This is obvious.
The next theorem shows that all the H-cocharacteristic submodules of
M are of the form M for some proper W H-invariant sub- A H - .H , N . GH
module N of M H . .H
w xThe following result was proved in 10, 11 .
 .  .3.11 THEOREM The Structure of Cocharacteristic Submodules of M .
 .Let A be a Green functor, M be a left A-module, and H g P M . There exists
a one to one correspondence between the proper W H-in¨ariant sub- A H - .G
modules of M H and the H-cocharacteristic submodules of M. This corre- .
 .spondence is obtained as follows. If N is H-cocharacteristic, then N H is a
 .  .  .proper W H-in¨ariant sub-A H -module of M H containing Tr H . If weG M
set
N H .
N sH Tr H .M
then
N s M . 3.4 ..H , NH
 .The correspondence given by formula 3.4 can be interpreted in terms
 .of Definition 2.1 as follows. Let N be a proper W H-invariant sub-H G
 .  .  .A H -module of M H containing Tr H . Then there exists a uniqueM
 .  .H-cocharacteristic submodule N of M such that N H s N . If K g S G ,H
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then
w x w x¡M K , for H g K , .
g gN , for K s H ,H~N K s 3.5 .  .y1gK w x w xgr N , for H F K . .F H H¢gH:K
 .Formula 3.5 clearly shows that N is uniquely determined by its value at
 .  .H. If we set N s N H rTr H , then N s M .H M H , N .H
 .Let A be a Green functor and let H g P A . If I is a proper leftH
 . two-sided W H-invariant ideal of A H , then A is a left respec- .G H , I .H
.tively two-sided H-cocharacteristic ideal of A.
Notice that the operator M preserves and reflect containments.H , y.
w xThe following result appears in 10 .
 . w x3.12 PROPOSITION 10 . Let A be a Green functor, M g A-Mod, and
 .  .H g P M . Let N be a family of proper W H-in¨ariant left sub-i ig G G
A H -modules of M H , and let N be their intersection. Then .  .
M s M .F .H , N . H , Ni
igG
The next theorem is a version of a result due to Greenlees and May
 w x.see 5 .
 . w x3.13 THEOREM 11 . Let M be a Mackey functor. Then M has a finite
filtration
M s M > M > ??? > M s 0 3.6 .0 1 n
such that M is cocharacteristic in M for i s 1, . . . , n y 1. If A is a Greeniq1 i
functor and M is a left A-module, then the subfunctors M can be chosen to bei
submodules of M.
Let A be a Green functor. A subcategory C of A-Mod is a Serre class if
C is full and closed under submodules, epimorphic images, and extensions.
 .Theorem 3.13 has the following corollary.
 . w x3.14 COROLLARY 11 . Let C and C be two Serre classes of A-Mod.1 2
Then C : C if and only if e¨ery characteristic left A-module in C is1 2 1
contained in C .2
Let A be a Green functor for G over R. An important example of a
cocharacteristic ideal of A is the annihilator of a simple left A-module.
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Let S be a unitary ring with a finite group G acting on it by unitary ring
automorphisms. For every ideal I of S let
eq I s gI. . F
ggG
 .Notice that eq I is G-invariant. If S is commutative and the only
G-invariant proper ideal of S is 0, then S is called a G-field.
 . w x3.15 PROPOSITION 10 .
 .1 Let A be a Green functor and let M be a simple left A-module which
 .is H-characteristic. Then Ann M is H-cocharacteristic andA
Ann M s A . 3.7 .  .  ...A H , Ann M H .A H
 .2 Suppose that A is commutati¨ e and let M be a simple A-module
which is H-characteristic. Then
Ann M s A . ..A H , eqm H
for some maximal ideal m of A H . .H
 .3.16 DEFINITION. Let A be a Green functor. The left Jacobson radical
 .Jac A of A is the ideal
Jac A s Ann M , 3.8 .  .  .F A
M
where the intersection is taken over all the simple left A-modules M.
One can also define the right Jacobson radical of A as the intersection of
 wthe annihilators of all the simple right A-modules. The author see 10,
x.11 showed that the left and the right Jacobson radicals of A coincide.
 .From now on, we refer to Jac A as the Jacobson radical of A. The
w xfollowing results appear in 10, 11 .
 . w x3.17 PROPOSITION 10, 11 . Let A be a Green functor. Then
Jac A s A , 3.9 .  .F  ...H , JacA H
 .HgP A
 .where Jac A H denotes the Jacobson radical of the ring A H . .  .
 . w x  .3.18 COROLLARY 10, 11 . Jac A s Ker j, where j is the natural map
A H .
j: A ª J . 3.10 .[ G r H  /Jac A H . .w  .xHg G_P A
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 :We recall that a left A-module is finitely generated if M s A m for
 .some finite G-set X and some m g M X .
 . w x3.19 THE NAKAYAMA LEMMA 10, 11 . Let A be a Green functor.
 .Suppose that M is a finitely generated left A-module. If Jac A ? M s M, then
M s 0.
 . w x3.20 THEOREM 10, 11 . Let A be a Green functor. Then
Jac A H : Jac A H , for all H g S G . .  .  .  . .  .
 .   ..  .Moreo¨er, if I is an ideal of A such that I H : Jac A H for all H g P A ,
 .  .then I : Jac A . Thus, Jac A is the largest ideal I with the property that
 .   ..  .I H : Jac A H for all H g S G .
4. MACKEY FUNCTORS WITH CHAIN CONDITIONS
We begin with the following definitions.
 .  .4.1 DEFINITION Chain Conditions . Let A be a Green functor and
let M be a left A-module. We introduce the following chain conditions:
 .ACC Every ascending chain of submodules of M is stationary.
 .DCC Every descending chain of submodules of M is stationary.
 .MAX Every family of submodules of M has a maximal element.
 .MIN Every family of submodules of M has a minimal element.
 .  . 4.2 DEFINITION. 1 A left A-module M is called left noetherian left
.  .   ..artinian if M satisfies ACC respectively DCC on the set of all left
submodules.
 . 2 A left A-module M is called totally left noetherian totally left
.  .artinian if M is left noetherian respectively left artinian for all X g G-X
Set.
 .A Green functor A is left noetherian left artinian if A is left noetherian
 .left artinian as a left module over itself. One can define similarly the
 .notions of totally left noetherian respectively totally left artinian Green
functors.
Since all modules that appear in this section are left A-modules, we
 .refer to a left noetherian left artinian module as being noetherian
 .  .respectively artinian , and to a totally left noetherian totally left artinian
 .module, as being totally noetherian respectively totally artinian .
The following proposition can be proved in the same way as its analog
from classical algebra.
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 .  .4.3 PROPOSITION. 1 The four full subcategories of noetherian, ar-
tinian, totally noetherian, and totally artinian left A-modules are Serre classes.
 .  .  . 2 M is noetherian artinian if and only if M satisfies MAX respec-
 ..ti¨ ely MIN on the set of all submodules.
 .3 If M is noetherian, then M is finitely generated.
 .4 M is noetherian if and only if e¨ery submodule of M is finitely
generated.
 .5 If A is totally left noetherian, then e¨ery finitely generated left
A-module is totally noetherian.
 .  .6 Let N , be n submodules of M such that MrN are noethe-i 1F iF n i
 .rian artinian , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then
M
nF Nis1 i
 .is also noetherian artinian . A similar result holds if the assumption noethe-
 . rian artinian is replaced with the assumption totally noetherian respecti¨ ely
.totally artinian .
The following proposition describes the relationship between noetheri-
 .  .anity artinianity and total noetherianity total artinianity .
 .4.4 PROPOSITION. Let A be a Green functor and let M be a left
A-module. Denote V s @ GrH. Then,H F G
 .  .1 M is totally noetherian totally artinian if and only if M isV
 .noetherian artinian .
 .  .  .2 A is totally noetherian totally artinian if and only if End A isA V
 .a noetherian artinian A-module.
Proof. We treat only the noetherian case.
 .1 This is obvious.
 .  w x.2 From the results of Lewis see 7 , it follows easily that if A is a
Green functor, M, N are left A-modules, and X is a G-set, then
Hom M , N X s Nat M , N . .  .  .A A - M o d X
From the above formula it follows easily that
End A ( A , .A V V=V
where the above isomorphism is an isomorphism of left A-modules. Now
 .  .2 follows from 1 and from the fact that A is a direct summand inV
A .V= V
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 .One may notice that the assertions of Proposition 4.4 hold also when
 .V is replaced by P V s @ GrH.H g P  A.
 .  .4.5 PROPOSITION. If M is noetherian artinian , then
 .  .  .  .1 M G is a left noetherian respecti¨ ely left artinian A G -module.
 .  .2 M K is a left noetherian respecti¨ ely left artinian A K -module .  .
 .for all K g P M .
Proof. We will treat only the M noetherian case.
 .1 Let
M : M : ??? : M : ??? 4.1 .1, G 2, G n , G
 .be an ascending chain of submodules of M G . Let M be the followingi
submodule of M:
 :  :M s A M s A m .i i , G
mgMi , G
The sequence
M : M : ??? : M : ??? 4.2 .1 2 n
 .  .is stationary. Since M G s M by the Frobenius axiom , we concludei i, G
 .that the sequence 4.1 is stationary as well.
 .  .2 Let K g P M . Let
N : N : ??? : N : ??? 4.3 .1, K 2, K n , K
be an ascending sequence of W K-invariant left A K -submodules of .G
M K . Since the sequence .
M : M : ??? : M : ??? 4.4 .K , N . K , N . K , N .1 , K 2 , K n , K
 .is stationary, we conclude that the sequence 4.3 is stationary as well. We
 .conclude that M K satisfies ACC on the set of all W K-invariant left . G
 w x.A K -submodules. From Fischer's theorem see 3 , we conclude that .
M K is a left noetherian A K -module. .  .
 .  .4.6 THEOREM. M is totally noetherian totally artinian if and only if
 .  .  .M H is a left noetherian left artinian A G -module ¨ia the restriction map
G  .r for all H g S G .H
Proof. We treat only the M totally noetherian case.
 .Assume first that M is totally noetherian, and let H g S G . From
 . .  .  .Proposition 4.5 1 , we conclude that M G s M H is a left noethe-G r H
 .rian A G -module.
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 .  .Assume now that M H is a left noetherian A G -module via the
G  .restriction map r , for all H g S G . If X g G-Set, it follows easily thatH
M satisfies the same property. Hence, it is enough to show that M isX
noetherian.
 .  .Since M H is a left noetherian A G -module, we conclude easily that
 .  .M H is a left noetherian A H -module as well. Let
M : M : ??? : M : ??? 4.5 .1 2 n
be an ascending chain of submodules of M. If we evaluate these submod-
 .ules at H g S G , we obtain a chain
M H : M H : ??? : M H : ??? 4.6 .  .  .  .1 2 n
 .  .  .of left A H -submodules of M H . Since M H is a left noetherian
 .  .A H -module, we conclude that there exists n G 1 such that M H sH m
 .  <  ..M H , for m G n . If n s max n H g S G , we conclude thatn H HH
 .  .  .M H s M H , for all m G n and for all H g S G . Hence, the se-m n
 .quence 4.5 is stationary.
The following result is a consequence of the argument used in the proof
 .of Theorem 4.6 .
 .  .4.7 COROLLARY. Assume that M is a left A-module such that M H is
 .  .  .a left noetherian left artinian A H -module, for all H g S G . Then M is
 .noetherian artinian .
 .Theorem 4.6 has also the following immediate corollaries.
 .4.8 COROLLARY. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 A is a totally left noetherian totally left artinian Green functor.
 .  .  .  .2 A G is a left noetherian respecti¨ ely left artinian ring, and A H
 .  .is finitely generated o¨er A G for all H g S G .
 .  .  .3 A G is a left noetherian respecti¨ ely left artinian ring, and A K .
 .  .is finitely generated o¨er A G for all K g P A .
If A is commutati¨ e, then the abo¨e conditions are also equi¨ alent to the
following:
 .  .  .  .  .4 A H is finitely generated o¨er A G for all H g S G , and A H
 .  .is noetherian respecti¨ ely artinian for some H g S G .
 .  .  .5 A K is finitely generated o¨er A G for all K g P A , and A K .  .
 .  .is noetherian respecti¨ ely artinian for some K g P A .
 .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6 .
 .  .2 « 3 . This is obvious.
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 .  .  .  .3 « 2 . Let H g P A . It is enough to show that A H is a finitely
 .generated A G -module. We use induction over the simplicial dimension
 .  .  .d of the poset P A l S H . If d s 1, then H g Min P A ; hence,H H
 .  .A H s A H is a finitely generated A G -module. Now assume that .
d ) 1. The mapH
t H : A K ª Tr H .  . [K A
K-HK-H
 .KgP A .KgP A
 .  w x.is a surjection of A G -modules see 15 . From the induction hypothesis,
 .  .  .it follows that A K is a finitely generated A G -module, for all K g P A
 .such that K - H. From the above surjection, it follows that Tr H is aA
 .finitely generated A G -module as well. From the short exact sequence
0 ª Tr H ª A H ª A H ª 0 .  .  .A
 .  .we conclude that A H is a finitely generated A G -module.
 .  .Finally, assume H f P A , and suppose that A H / 0. The map
t H : A K ª Tr H s A H .  .  . [K A
K-HK-H
 .KgP A .KgP A
 .  .is a surjection of A G -modules. Since A K is a finitely generated
 .  .  .A G -module, for all K g P A , it follows that A H is a finitely gener-
 .ated A G -module as well.
 .  .  .  .When A is commutative, the equivalences 2 m 4 and 3 m 5 , are
 wimmediate consequences of the Eakin]Nagata theorem see 12, Theorem
x.3.7, p. 8 .
 .4.9 COROLLARY. If A is a totally left artinian Green functor, then A is
totally left noetherian.
Let A be a commutative Green functor. It is natural to ask under which
conditions A has a totally noetherian module.
 .4.10 THEOREM. Let A be a commutati¨ e Green functor. If M is a
 .totally noetherian A-module, then ArAnn M is a totally noetherian A-A
module as well.
Proof. Since M is noetherian we conclude that M is finitely generated.
 :  .Suppose that M s A m , for some m g M X , and some finite G-set X.
The map
A
ª M , a ¬ a = m , 4.7 .XAnn M .A
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is well defined, and is an injective morphism of A-modules because A is
 .commutative. Since ArAnn M can be identified with a submodule ofA
 .the totally noetherian module M , we conclude that ArAnn M isX A
totally noetherian.
 .Now let A be an arbitrary Green functor not necessarily commutative .
We investigate necessary and sufficient conditions under which a left
 .A-module M is noetherian artinian .
 .  .4.11 THEOREM. M is noetherian artinian if and only if , for all H g
 . P A , and all submodules N of M, N H is a left noetherian respecti¨ ely left .
.  .artinian A H -module.
Proof. We treat only the M noetherian case.
Assume that M is noetherian, and let N be a submodule of M. Since N
 . .is also noetherian, we can apply Proposition 4.5 2 to conclude that N H .
  .is a left noetherian A H -module hence, a left noetherian A H -module .
.as well .
 .Conversely, assume that N H is a left noetherian A H -module for all .
 .H g P A and all submodules N of M. Let
N : N : ??? : N : ??? 4.8 .1 2 i
be an ascending chain of submodules of M. Let N be the submodule
N s D N . We show that N s N for some m G 1. Let A siG1 i m 1
 .ArAnn M . We proceed by induction over the simplicial dimension d ofA
 .P A .1
Suppose that d s 1. We conclude that all the primordial subgroups of
 .  .A are minimal. Since P M : P A , we conclude that all the primordial1 1
 .subgroups of M are minimal as well. It follows that M H s M H for all .
 .  .H g P A . From the hypothesis, we conclude that M H is noetherian1
 .  .  .for all H g P A . If we evaluate the sequence 4.8 at H g P A , we1 1
 .  .  <conclude that N H s N H for some k G 1. If k s max k H gk H HH
 ..  .  .  .P A , it follows that N H s N H for all H g P A . Since N : N,1 k 1 k
 . .  .  .it follows that NrN H s 0 for all H g P A . Since P NrN :k 1 k
 .  .P A , it follows that P NrN s B. Hence, N s N .1 k k
Assume now that d ) 1. Using the above argument, we choose k G 1
 .  .  .such that N K s N K for all K g Min P A . It is well known thatk 1
 .  .  w x.Min P A s Min P M see 10, 11 . Consider the following submodule1
of M:
 :  :N9 s A N K s A n . 4.9 .  .  
 .  .  .KgMin P A KgMin P A ngN K1 1
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We set M9 s MrN9. We first show that M9 satisfies the property of the
hypothesis of the theorem. Let S9 be a submodule of M9. Then S9 s SrN9
for some submodule S of M containing N9. In particular
S K = N9 K s N K , for all K g Min P A , 4.10 .  .  .  .  .1
therefore
S K M K .  .
S9 K s : 4.11 .  .
N K N K .  .
 .  .is a left noetherian A K -module for all K g Min P A .1
 .Now let H g P A , and assume that H contains properly some minimal
primordial subgroup of M. Then
Tr H s t HS L = t HS K .  .  . S L K
L-H  .KgMin P A1
K-H
= t HN K s N9 H . 4.12 .  .  . K
 .KgMin P A1
K-H
 .From formula 4.12 , we conclude that
S9 H S H .  .
S9 H s ( s S H . 4.13 .  .  .
Tr H Tr H .  .S9 S
 .  .From formulae 4.11 and 4.13 , we conclude that S9 H is a left .
 .  .noetherian A H -module for all H g P A . In particular, NrN9 satisfies
 .  .  . .the hypotheses of the theorem. Since P NrN9 : P A , but NrN9 K1
 .s 0 for all K g Min P A , we conclude that the simplicial dimension of1
  ..P ArAnn NrN9 is smaller than d. From the induction hypothesis itA
follows that NrN9 is noetherian. In particular, the ascending chain
N N Nk kq1 n: : ??? : : ??? 4.14 .
N9 N9 N9
is stationary. We conclude that NrN9 s N rN9, for some m G k. Hence,m
N s N .m
 .Theorem 4.11 has the following corollary.
 .4.12 COROLLARY. If A is a left artinian Green functor, then A is a left
noetherian.
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 . .Proof. From Proposition 4.5 2 , we conclude that A H is left ar- .
 .tinian, therefore left noetherian, for all H g P A . Let N be a submodule
 .of A. Then N H is a left artinian A H -module. Since N H is, in fact, .  .
a left A H -module, we conclude that N H is a left artinian A H - .  .  .
module. It follows that N H is a left noetherian A H -module, there- .  .
 .fore a left noetherian A H -module. The corollary now follows from
 .Theorem 4.11 .
Unfortunately, the noetherian A-modules do not behave so nicely as the
 .totally noetherian ones do. In particular, Theorem 4.10 is no longer true
if the assumption totally noetherian is weakened to noetherian.
 .4.13 EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G s ZrpZ. Let
 .A G be a non-noetherian domain of characteristic p. We may choose, for
 . w xexample, A G s ZrpZ X , the polynomial ring over ZrpZ in count-i iG1
 .  .ably many indeterminates. Let A 1 be the field of fractions of A G . A is
G  .a Green functor with the restriction map r being the inclusion A G ª1
 . GA 1 , and the transfer map t s 0. Let M be the A-module given by1
 .  .  .M G s 0, and M 1 s A 1 . Then M is simple, hence, noetherian. Since
  ..M is 1-characteristic, and Ann M 1 s 0, we can either use formulaA1.
 .3.7 , or the fact that
< HAnn M H s x g A H ;K : H , r x g Ann M K , .  .  .  .  . 4A K AK .
 .to conclude that Ann M s 0. However, A is not noetherian.A
A left noetherian Green functor is not necessarily totally left noetherian
as is shown by the following example.
 .4.14 EXAMPLE. Again let G s ZrpZ, where p is some prime num-
 .  . w xber. Let A G s ZrpZ, and A 1 s ZrpZ X . Then A is a Green func-
G  .  .tor with the restriction map r being the inclusion A G ª A 1 , and the1
G  .transfer map t s 0. From Corollary 4.7 , it follows that A is noetherian.1
 .  .  .However, A G s A 1 is not a finitely generated A G -module via theG r1
G  .restriction map r . From Corollary 4.8 , we conclude that A is not totally1
noetherian.
 .4.15 DEFINITION. Let A be a Green functor and let P be an ideal of
A. Then P is called a prime ideal of A if, whenever I and J are ieals of A
such that I ? J : P, then either I : P or J : P.
When A is a commutative Green functor one can give an equivalent
condition for an ideal P of A to be prime.
 . w x4.16 LEMMA 7 . If A is a commutati¨ e Green functor, then P is a prime
 .  .  .ideal of A if and only if , whene¨er H, K g S G , and x g A H , y g A K
 .  .  .are such that x = y g P GrH = GrK , then x g P H or y g P K .
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 .  .4.17 THEOREM Cohen's Theorem . Assume that A is a commutati¨ e
Green functor such that all the prime ideals of A are finitely generated. Then A
is noetherian.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the classical Cohen's
w xtheorem from 12 . Write G for the set of ideals of A which are not finitely
generated. If G / 0, then, by Zorn's lemma, G contains a maximal element
 .I. Then I is not a prime ideal. Hence, according to Lemma 4.16 , there
 .  .  .  .are elements x g A H , y g A K , such that x f I H , y f I K , but
 .  :x = y g I GrH = GrK . Now I q A y is bigger than I, hence, it is
 .finitely generated. Choose a finite G-set X, and u g I X , such that
 :  :  :I q A y s A u q A y .
 .  :Let I : y be the largest ideal J of A with the property that J ? A y : I.
Notice that
<I : y Z s a g A Z a = y g I Z = GrK , for all Z g G-Set . 4 .  .  .  .
4.15 .
 .  . .  .It is clear that I : I : y , and that x g I : y H . Since I : y is strictly
 .bigger than I, we conclude that I : y has a finite system of generators.
 .  :Assume that I : y s A ¨ , for some finite G-set Y and some ¨ g
 . .I : y Y . It is easy to check that
 :  :I s A u q A ¨ = y .
Hence, I f G, which is a contradiction. Therefore G s B.
We now investigate left artinian Green functors.
 .  .4.18 THEOREM. If A is a left artinian Green functor, then Jac A is
nilpotent.
Proof. The descending chain
n2Jac A = Jac A = ??? = Jac A = ??? .  .  . .  .
  ..n   ..nq1is stationary; hence, Jac A s Jac A for some n G 1. According
 .   ..nto Corollary 4.12 , A is left noetherian. In particular, Jac A is finitely
  ..ngenerated. From the Nakayama Lemma it follows that Jac A s 0.
 .4.19 COROLLARY. If A is a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor, then
 .  .Jac A s Nil A .
 .4.20 THEOREM. Let A be a left artinian Green functor. Then there are
finitely many isomorphism classes of simple left A-modules.
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 .Proof. Let H g P A . We show that there are only finitely many
isomorphism classes of simple left A-modules which are H-characteristic.
 .Let M be such a module. From Theorem 3.6 we conclude that M is
 .uniquely determined by the simple left module M H over the skew
; w xgroup-ring A H W H of W H with coefficients in A H . Since A H .  .  .G G
; w xis left artinian and A H W H is a finitely generated A H -module, .  .G
; w xwe conclude that A H W H is left artinian as well. In conclusion, . G
there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple left modules
; w xover A H W H . . G
5. COMMUTATIVE ARTINIAN GREEN FUNCTORS
In this section we prove a structure theorem for commutative artinian
Green functors whose Jacobson radical is zero. We begin with some
preliminary results.
 .  .5.1 LEMMA. Let A be a Green functor and let H f P A . Assume that
 .  .M is a left A-module such that M K is a left noetherian left artinian
 .  .  .  .A K -module, for all K g P A l S H . Then M H is a left noetherian
 .  .respecti¨ ely left artinian A H -module.
Proof. We treat only the M noetherian case.
Let
N : N : ??? : N : ??? 5.1 .1, H 2, H i , H
 .be an ascending chain of submodules of M H , and let N s D N .H iG1 i, H
 .  .  .For K g P A l S H , consider the following submodules of M K :
N s A K r H N , for i G 1, 5.2 .  .  .i , K K i , H
and
N s A K r H N . 5.3 .  .  .K K H
 .Since M K is left noetherian, the chain
N : N : ??? : N : ???1, K 2, K i , K
is stationary. We conclude that N s N , for some n G 1. If n sK n , K KK
 <  .  ..  .  .max n K g P A l S H , then N s N , for all K g P A l S H .K K n, K
 .We show that N s N . Let m g N . Since H f P A , we concludeH n, H H
that
1 s t Ha , for some a g A K . 5.4 .  .AH . K K K
 .  .KgP A lS H
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 .It follows, by multiplying Eq. 5.4 by m g N and using the FrobeniusH
axiom, that
m s t H a r H m . 5.5 .  . . K K K
 .  .KgP A lS H
H  .Since a r m g N s N , we conclude thatK K K n, K
a r H m s b r H m , .  .K K j , K K j , K
1FjFjK
for some b g A K , and m g N . 5.6 .  .j , K j , K n , H
 .  .Substituting relations 5.6 into 5.5 , and applying the Frobenius axiom we
obtain that
m s t H b m g N . 5.7 . .  K j , K j , K n , H
 .  . 1FjFjKgP A lS H K
 .From 5.7 we conclude that N : N . Hence, N s N .H n, H H n, H
 .5.2 COROLLARY. Let A be a Green functor and let M be a left A-mod-
 .  .  .ule. If M K is a left noetherian left artinian A K -module, for all
 .  .K g P A , then M is noetherian respecti¨ ely artinian .
 .  .Proof. From Lemma 5.1 we conclude that M H is a left noetherian
 .  .  .left artinian A H -module for all H g S G . Now the result follows
 .from Corollary 4.7 .
 .5.3 THEOREM. Let A be a commutati¨ e Green functor. Then A is
 .  .artinian and Jac A s 0 if and only if A H is semisimple artinian for all
 .H g S G .
 .  .Proof. Suppose first that A H is semisimple artinian for all H g S G .
 .  .From Corollary 5.2 it follows that A is artinian. From Theorem 3.20 it
  .. .   ..  .follows that Jac A H : Jac A H s 0 for all H g S G . Hence,
 .Jac A s 0.
 .Suppose now that A is commutative artinian and that Jac A s 0. Since
 .  .  .Jac A s Nil A , we conclude that the rings A H have trivial nilradicals.
 .  .Hence, it is enough to show that A H is artinian for all H g S G . We
 .proceed by induction over the simplicial dimension d of the poset P A .A
Step I. d s 1.A
 .  .  .Since P A s Min P A , we conclude that A K s A K for all K g .
 .  . .  .P A . From Proposition 4.5 2 , we conclude that A K is artinian for all
 .  .  .K g P A . From Corollary 5.2 it follows that A H is artinian for all
 .H g S G .
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From now on we assume that d s m ) 1, and that the assertion of theA
theorem holds for all commutative artinian Green functors A9 with trivial
Jacobson radicals such that d - m.A9
Step II. It suffices to pro¨e the theorem when A is K-characteristic for
 .  .some K g S G and A K is a W K-field.G
Indeed, assume that the theorem is true for the Green functors satisfy-
ing the above condition. If A is a commutative artinian Green functor
 .  .having trivial Jacobson radical, then, by Propositions 3.17 and 3.12 ,
0 s Jac A s A . 5.8 .  .F F K , eqm..
 .KgP A   ..mgMax A K
 .Since A K is artinian for all K g P A , we conclude that there are only .
 .finitely many ideals of the form A in the above intersection 5.8 .K , eqm..
 .Let I , . . . , I , be all the ideals of the form A , for K g P A and1 n K , eqm..
 .m g Max A K . .
 4Fix i g 1, 2, . . . , n and let I s A . The Green functor ArI isi K , eqm.. i
artinian. Its Jacobson radical is zero because I s A is a radicali K , eqm..
.ideal of A . Moreover, this Green functor is obviously K-characteristic,
 .  .  .and A K rI K s A K req m is a W K-field. It follows that ArI .i G i
 .  .satisfies the hypothesis of Step II. We conclude that A H rI H isi
 .  .artinian, for all H g S G . We use formula 5.8 to conclude that
A H A H .  .
A H s s 5.9 .  .
Jac A H F I H .  .  . . 1F iF n i
is artinian.
From now on A is a commutative artinian Green functor with trivial
Jacobson radical satisfying the hypothesis of Step II. Let I be the ideal
 :  :I s A A K s A a . 5.10 .  .
 .agA K
’ ’ . .  .  .Consider the Green functor Ar I . Since Ar I K s A K rA K s 0,
 . w xand since Min P A s K , we conclude that the primordial length of
’Ar I is strictly less than m. According to the induction hypothesis,
’ ’ ’Ar I H s A H r I H s A H r I H .  .  .  .  . . .
 .  .’is artinian for all H g P A . If I H is an artinian submodule of A H .
 .for all H g P A , then, from the exact sequence
A H .’0 ª I H ª A H ª ª 0, .  . ’I H .
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 .  .  .it follows that A H is artinian for all H g P A . From Lemma 5.1 , it
 .  .follows that A H is artinian for all H g S G .
The above argument shows that the proof ends once we establish that
 .  .’Step III. I H is an artinian submodule of A H for all H g P A . .
 .From formula 5.10 , it follows that
I H s t Hg A gK , 5.11 .  .  . K
 .ggD H , K
where
gw xD H , K s g g H _ GrK K : H . 4 .
 . w xWe use the Mackey axiom, and the fact that Min P A s K , to con-
clude that
r Hl t Hg a s 0, for all g / l g D H , K , and a g A gK . 5.12 .  .  .  .K K
 . g .  .Now let g g D H, K , and let a g A K . We use formula 5.12 , the
Mackey axiom, and the fact that A is K-characteristic, to conclude that
r Hg t Hg a s 0 m c a s 0 m t Hg a s 0. 5.13 .  .  .  .K K h K
ghgW KH
Let
< gS s g g D H , K c a / 0, for some a g A K . 5.14 .  .  .  . h 5
ghgW KH
 .  .From formulae 5.11 and 5.13 , it follows that
I H s t Hg A gK . .  . K
ggS
 .   ..’If S s B, we conclude that I H s 0. Hence I H s Nil A H s 0, .
 . ’because A H has trivial nilradical. Therefore, I H is artinian in this .
case.
Now assume S / B. For g g S, let
g gW KHTr s c a for a g A K , 5.15 .  .  . h 5ghgW KH
and
W gKg g GF s A K . 5.16 .  .
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Notice that
g gW K H H HH g g gTr s r t a for a g A K : r A H . 5.17 .  .  .  . . 4K K K
g . g . gSince A K is a W K -field, we conclude that F is a field, and thatG
g . g WH g K gA K is a finitely generated F-vector space. Since Tr is a non-zero F
g .  . g .subspace of A K , we use formula 5.17 to conclude that A K is a
 .finitely generated A H -module. In particular, the ring
A H .
A H s 5.18 .  .g H
gKer r K
g . g .can be identified with a subring of A K , and A K is finitely generated
 .  .over A H . From the Eakin]Nagata theorem it follows that A H isg g
artinian. Hence,
A H .
5.19 .H
gF Ker rg g S K
is artinian.
Now we show that
H’ gI H F Ker r s 0. 5.20 .  .F K /
ggS
 .Let a g A H and n G 1 be such that
an s t Hg a , for some a g A gK . 5.21 .  .  . K g g
ggS
H  . H  n.g gAssume that r a s 0, for all g g S. Then r a s 0 for all g g S. IfK K
 . gwe restrict Eq. 5.21 to K, for g g S, we obtain
0 s r Hg an s r Hg t Hg a q r Hg t Hl a . .  .  .K K K g K K l
lgS
l/g
 .  . H  .gFrom formulae 5.12 and 5.13 , it follows that t a s 0. Since thisK g
 . nholds for all g g S, it follows, by Eq. 5.21 , that a s 0. Hence, a s 0,
 .because A H has trivial nilradical.
 .From formula 5.20 , it follows that
H’ gI H q F Ker r A H .  .g g S K’I H ( F . 5.22 .  .H H
g gF Ker r F Ker rg g S K g g S K
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 . ’Since the ring given by formula 5.19 is artinian, we conclude that I H .
 .is an artinian submodule of A H .
 .5.4 COROLLARY. Let A be a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor. Then
 .   ..  .A H rJac A H is semisimple artinian for all H g S G .
Proof. This is obvious.
We give an example which shows that if A is a commutative artinian
 .Green functor and M is a simple A-module, then M H is not necessarily
 .  .a finitely generated A H -module for all H g S G .
 . w x5.5 EXAMPLE 13 . Let k s Zr2Z and let K be an infinite field of
characteristic 2. Let n G 3 and G s S , the symmetric group on n ele-n
ments. Suppose that G acts trivially on K. Let A be the subfunctor of the
G-Green functor FP given byK
< <k , if H ' 0 mod 2 , .A H s .  K , otherwise.
Let a be a transposition in S . One can easily show that 1 q a fn Sn
 w x.  w x.Jac K S , for instance because otherwise 1 q g would be in Jac K Sn S nn
for all g g S , since the transpositions generate S . But this is clearly an n
w xcontradiction. Let N be a simple left K S -module such that 1 q a fn Sn
 .Ann N . Let M be the 1-characteristic simple A-module correspond-K wS xn
ing to N. Notice that M is the submodule of the A-module FP generatedN
 <  .4  4  .by the elements x x g FP 1 . Let H s 1 , a . Clearly, M H sN Sn
 .  .1 q a ? N is a non-zero K-vector space. Hence, M H is not finitelySn
 .generated over A H s k.
We give an example which shows that if A is a commutative artinian
 .  .Green functor, then A H is not necessarily artinian or even noetherian
 .for all H g S G .
 .  .5.6 EXAMPLE. Let A be the Green functor of Example 5.5 , and let
Ä .M be the simple A-module of Example 5.5 . Let A s A = M. This means
Ä .  .  .that for every subgroup H of G, one sets A H s A H = M H . Let
Ä .  .  .  .H g S G . Let the product of two elements a, m , a , m g A H be1 1
a, m ? a , m s aa , am q a m . .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
Ä Ä .Then A H is a unitary commutative ring and A is a commutative Green
Ä .functor. Clearly, Jac A s M. Since M is a simple A-module, it follows
Ä  .  .that M is a simple A-module. Since A H is a field for all H g S G , it
Äfollows that A s ArM is an artinian Green functor. From the exact
sequence
Ä0 ª M ª A ª A ª 0
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Äwe conclude that A is an artinian Green functor. However, from the
 .preceding example, we know that M H is not a finitely generated
Ä .  4  .A H -module for H s 1 , a . Hence, A H is neither artinian, norSn
noetherian.
 .The following result is a corollary of Theorem 5.3 .
 . w x5.7 COROLLARY 10 . If A is a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor
 .  .  .such that Jac A s 0, then Jac A H s 0 for all H g P A . .
 .  .Proof. Let H g P A . Since A H is semisimple artinian, and A H .
 .is an epimorphic image of A H , we conclude that A H is semisimple .
artinian as well.
 .The converse of Corollary 5.7 does not hold in general, as is shown by
the following example.
 . < < <5.8 EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number such that p G , and let F
be a field of characteristic p. The Burnside ring Green functor B of G
 .  .over F has nontrivial nilradical, but B H s F, for all H g S G . .
 . w x5.9 COROLLARY 10 . If A is a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor,
  .. .   ..  .then Jac A H s Jac A H for all H g S G .
 .Proof. Since the Jacobson radical of the Green functor ArJac A is
 .  .   .. .trivial, we use Corollary 5.4 to conclude that A H r Jac A H is
 .   .. .semisimple artinian, for all H g S G . In particular Jac A H =
  ..  .Jac A H for H g S G . The reverse containment follows from Theorem
 .3.20 .
If A is a commutative artinian Green functor, then A need not be
 .semisimple even if Jac A s 0. The following example has been pointed
out to us by Lewis.
 .5.10 EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G s ZrpZ. Con-
 .sider the following Mackey functors for G over ZrpZ :
A H s ZrpZ, for all H g S G , .  .
0, if H s G,
M H s .  ZrpZ, if H s 1.
 G.  G.The restriction maps r , r , corresponding to the functors A and M1 A 1 M
are the identity of ZrpZ, and the zero map, respectively. Both transfer
 G.  G.maps t and t are zero. Then A is a Green functor, M is an ideal1 A 1 M
of A, and
ZrpZ, if H s G,
ArM H s .  .  0, if H s 1.
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 G.Moreover, r is the zero map. If the sequence1 A r M
0 ª M ª A ª ArM ª 0
 G.  G.were split in the category of A-modules, then r would equal r q1 A 1 M
 G.  G.  G.  G.r . However, both r and r are zero, but r is the1 A r M 1 M 1 A r M 1 A
identity of ZrpZ.
 .In Example 5.5 it was shown that if A is a commutative Green functor
 .and M is a simple A-module, then M H is not necessarily a finitely
 .  .generated A H -module for H g S G . The following result shows that
such a phenomenon does not occur when G is nilpotent.
 .5.11 THEOREM. Let G be a finite nilpotent group.
 .1 Let A be a commutati¨ e Green functor for G and let M be a simple
 .  .  .A-module. Then M H is an A H -module of finite length for all H g S G .
 .  .2 Let A be a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor for G. Then A H
 .is an artinian ring for all H g S G .
 w x w x.  .Proof based on an idea of L. G. Lewis 9 and D. Quinn 13 . 1 Let
 .  .  .K g P M . Replace A by ArAnn M . From Proposition 3.15 it followsA
 .   ..  .that A K is a W K-field. Let m g Max A K , and let F s A K rm.G
 < g 4 w xLet W s g g W K m s m . We regard F as an R W -module. Let WG 1
be the kernel of the action of W on F, and let F s F W. If we regard1
 . w xA K as an R W K -module, thenG
A K s F ­WG K . 5.23 .  .W
We distinguish two cases:
< <  .Case 1. char F s 0, or char F s p ¦ G . It follows, by Theorem 3.4 ,
 . w x w xthat A is GrK-projective. Let H g S G be such that K F H . We may
 .  .assume that K F H. We show that A K is a finitely generated A H -
H WH K  .  .module via the restriction map r . Let tr : A K ª A K be the traceK
map
a g A K ¬ trWH K a s ga. .  . 
ggW KH
Notice that
r H A H = r H t H A K s trWH K A K . .  .  . .  .  .K K K
 . WH K   ..Since A K is a finitely generated F -vector space, and tr A K is a1
 .non-zero finitely generated F -vector space as well, it follows that A K is1
 . H  .finitely generated over A H via the restriction map r . Since A K isK
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 .artinian, it follows, by Corollary 4.8 , that A is totally artinian. The
 .assertion of 1 is now immediate.
< < <  .  .Case 2. char F s p G . From Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 5.2 , it
 .  .follows that it suffices to show that M H is an A H -module of finite
 . w x w x w p xlength for all H g S G such that K F H F H . We may assume
; . w xthat K : H. Since M K is a simple left A K W K -module, it follows, . G
 .by formula 5.23 , that
M K s N ­WG K . W
; w x  .f or some simple F W -module N. From Theorem 3.6 it follows that
M H s t Hg M gK . .  .[ K
 .ggD H , K
Let
I H s t Hg A gK . .  .[ K
 .ggD H , K
H g .  .gIt suffices to show that t M K is an A H -module of finite length forK
 .all g g D H, K . We may assume that g s 1 . We distinguish two cases:G
H   .. WH KCase 2.1. t A K / 0. In this case, the trace map tr is notK
constant zero. By an argument similar to the one used at Case 1, we
 .  .  H .conclude that A K is a finitely generated A H rKer r -module. FromK
 .  H .the Eakin]Nagata theorem it follows that A H rKer r is artinian.K
 .  .  .Since M K is a finitely generated A K -module, it follows that M K is
 .  H .  .a finitely generated A H rKer r -module. In particular, M K is anK
 .A H -module of finite length. Since the map
t HK H6M K t M K .  . .K
 . H   ..is an epimorphism of A H -modules, we conclude that t M K is anK
 .A H -module of finite length.
H   .. WH KCase 2.2. t A K s 0. In this case, the trace tr is constant zero.K
w  .  .It follows that all the trace maps tr : A K ª A K given by1
x g F ¬ tr w x s gx . 1
wggWl W KH
w x H   ..are constant zero for all w g W _ W KrW K . We show that t M KG H K
s 0. Since M is K-characteristic, it suffices to show that all the trace maps
tr w: N ª N given by1
n g N ¬ tr w n s gn . 1
wggWl W KH
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w xare constant zero for all w g W _ W KrW K . We may assume thatG H
w s 1 . Since tr : F ª F given byW K 1G
x g F ¬ tr x s gx . 1
ggWlW KH
< < <is constant zero, it follows that p W l W K . Let x be an element of1 H
 :order p in W l W K. Let L s x . It suffices to show that the trace1 H
map tr L: N ª N given by
n g N ¬ tr L n s gn . 
ggL
Ãis constant zero. Suppose that this is not the case. Let L be the element
w x g of ZrpZ W . Since W is nilpotent, one can use the description ofg g G
Ã w x.  w x.  w x.Jac ZrpZ W see 6 , to conclude that L g Jac ZrpZ W . Since
w xZrpZ W is artinian, it follows that there exists k G 1 such that, for all
g , g , . . . , g g W,1 2 k
k
Ãg L s 0. i
is1
Now assume that the map tr L: N ª N is not zero. Let n g N be such
L . ; w xthat tr n / 0. Since N is a simple F W -module, it follows that the
 L .4elements g ? tr n generate N as an F-vector space. Writeg g W
L Ãn s a g ? tr n s a ? g ? L ? n , . g g
ggW ggW
for some a g F , and g g W .g
Since L acts trivially on F, it follows that
L Ã Ã Ãtr n s L ? n s a ? L ? g ? L ? n. .  g
ggW
Iterating the above argument, it follows that, for every s G 1, there exist
 . selements a g F, for g , . . . , g g W , such that g , . . . , g . 1 s1 s
Ã Ãn s a g L ? ??? ? g L ? n. .  .  g , . . . , g . 1 s1 s
s .g , . . . , g gW1 s
H   ..When s s k we obtain n s 0. This contradiction shows that tr M K sK
0 in this case.
 .  .2 This is an immediate consequence of 1 .
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It is well known that if S is a commutative artinian ring, then all its
prime ideals are maximal. The following result shows that the analogous
property does not hold, in general, for commutative artinian Green func-
tors.
 .5.12 PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor. If
e¨ery prime ideal of A is maximal, then A is totally decomposable and totally
artinian.
 .Proof. Let M be a simple A-module. Since Ann M is prime, itA
 .  . w xfollows that Ann M is maximal. From Theorem 14.5 in 11 , weA
conclude that A is totally decomposable. We now show that A is totally
 .artinian. It suffices to show that ArJac A is totally artinian. From
 . w x  .Theorem 14.3 in 11 , we know that ArJac A is totally decomposable as
 .well. Replace A by ArJac A . Then
A s J A H . . .[ G r H
w  .xHg G_P A
 .It suffices to show that J A H is totally artinian. Replace A by .G r H
 .  . w xJ A H . Then, by Theorem 14.3 in 11 , it follows that A is .G r H
GrH-projective. Notice also that A H is semisimple artinian. Let .
m , . . . , m be representatives for the equivalence classes of maximal ideals1 r
of A H under the action of G. For each i s 1, . . . , r, let W s g g . i
g< 4 w xW H m s m , and let F s A H rm . If we regard F as an R W - .G i i i i i i
module, then one can easily show that
r
W HGA H s F ­ , . [ i Wi
is1
where ­ denotes the ordinary induction of R-modules. Since A is H-char-
 . w xacteristic, and P A s H , it follows easily that
r
WiA G s F . . [ i
is1
 .  .  .Hence, A H is a finitely generated A G -module. Since A G is semisim-
 .  .ple artinian, we conclude that A H is an artinian A G -module. Now let
 . w x w xK g S G be such that H F K . Since A is H-characteristic, we con-
clude that the map
r Kg : A K ª A gH .  . [H
 .ggD H , K .ggD H , K
 .  .is an injection of A G -modules. In particular, A K is an artinian
 .  .  .A G -module as well. Hence, A K is a finitely generated A G -module
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 .  .for all K g S G . From Theorem 4.6 we conclude that A is totally
artinian.
 .5.13 COROLLARY. Let A be a commutati¨ e artinian Green functor. If
Jac A s m . F
 ..mgMax A
then A is totally decomposable and totally artinian.
 .  .  .   ..Proof. Since Jac A s Nil A , and since A H rJac A H is semisim-
 .ple artinian for all H g S G , it follows that A has only finitely many
 .  .  . w xprime ideals. Since Jac A s Nil A , it follows, by Corollary 9.1.4 in 10 ,
that
Nil A s p s m. . F F
 .  .pgSpec A mgMax A
The above relation implies that every prime ideal of A is maximal. Now
 .the result follows from Proposition 5.12 .
We conclude with a few examples of noetherian and artinian Green
functors.
 .  .5.14 EXAMPLE. Let R be a noetherian artinian ring, and let B be
 .  .the Burnside ring Green functor for G over R . Notice that B G is a
 .finitely generated R-module. Moreover, B H is a finitely generated
 .  .  .B G -module, for all H g S G . Hence, it follows, by Theorem 4.6 , that
 .B is totally noetherian respectively totally artinian . Similar considerations
apply to the character ring Green functor.
 . < <5.15 EXAMPLE. Assume that G is invertible in R, and let A be a left
 . Hnoetherian left artinian G-algebra over R. It follows easily that A is left
 .  .noetherian respectively left artinian for all H g S G . From Corollary
 .  .5.2 , we conclude that FP is a left noetherian respectively left artinianA
Green functor.
 .  . < <5.16 EXAMPLE. Let H g S G , and assume that W H is invertibleG
 .in R. Let S be a left noetherian left artinian W H-algebra over R. FromG
 . the preceding example we conclude that J S is a left noetherian leftG r H
.artinian Green functor.
 . < <5.17 EXAMPLE. Assume that G is invertible in R. Let A be a Green
 .functor for G over R. Assume that A H is left noetherian left artinian .
 .  w x.for all H g P A . From a theorem of Thevenaz see 17 , it follows thatÂ
A is totally decomposable. Thus,
A s J A H . . . G r H
w  .xHg G_P A
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From the previous example, we conclude that A is left noetherian respec-
.tively left artinian .
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